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Introduction
Over the past year, Scottish Wrestling has made some positive progress. The pandemic made us
refocus on areas we could directly a�ect including governance, pathways, strategy, club
accreditation scheme, and other fundamental tasks to support the development of wrestling. The
next steps will focus on improving our governance standards, implementing our pathway, finding a
home for wrestling, and supporting our clubs and wrestlers to achieve their goals.

Governance

Audit For the first time, Scottish Wrestling has achieved the best possible rating at
the KPMG development audit. This is an important step and forms a stable
foundation for the development of the organisation. A large amount of work
has gone into achieving this rating and we would like to thank everyone who
was involved and made it happen.

Safeguarding Safeguarding and the well-being of all our members is a priority for Scottish
Wrestling and we will continue to work to maintain our 100% compliance with
all safeguarding requirements.

Anti-Doping Scottish Wrestling aims to maintain and improve our Anti-Doping compliance
with the UKAD Assurance Framework.

Equality Diversity is one of the strong points of our sport and we will continue to work
towards a Scottish Wrestling free of discrimination and with equal
opportunities for all. Equality in Sport status - Foundation Level

Strategy Following a consultation process with our stakeholders, we have developed a
new strategy 2023 - 2027 which was shared with sportscotland and recently
confirmed by the board. This strategy will focus on building a sustainable
organisation and working around clubs, wrestlers, and the workforce to
advance wrestling.

Board After a recruitment process, we now have a complete and diverse board with
a wide range of skills and experience. The board shares a positive atmosphere
and has a great team dynamic. See the full list of board members here link

Communication Communication is currently the area with great potential to raise our profile
and attract more members and partners. Therefore, improving
communication will be our focus for the following years.
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Development

Clubs The pandemic has a�ected all wrestling activities in Scotland including
training and competitions. Many clubs still haven’t resumed training and face
a number of challenges with facilities, membership, and finances. SW focus
over the next couple of years will be to help clubs return back to wrestling
and support them to develop further. SW has previously supported clubs
through the Club Support Service which will be developed into the “Club
Accreditation Scheme”. The COVID 19 pandemic is a challenging time and we
will do our best to listen to our clubs and support them in any way possible.

Pathway Over the past year, SW has developed a pathway for our sport that includes
athletes, coaches, o�cials, and volunteers. The implementation of the new
pathway will form the building block of our development work in the future.
This is a very exciting and challenging task and we look forward to taking
one more step towards improving our organisation.

Education Unfortunately, due to COVID 19, we could not run the planned courses for
coaches and o�cials and aim to resume courses in 2022. All members will be
notified as soon as a calendar of events has been confirmed with BWA.

Facility We have started conversations around a central facility to become the home
for wrestling with di�erent partners. This will create a home for the wrestling
community and support the sustainable development of wrestling and help
us deliver pathways, education, and events for our members and clubs.

Sponsorship We have managed to secure a kit sponsorship with Kukri until 2025 and
continue to look for further opportunities and potential partnerships.

Partnerships Over the past year, we have developed a great relationship with BWA. This is
fantastic news and has allowed us to align our e�orts for the benefit of
members and the sport. Our partnership with sportscotland has also
become more organised and stable. We hope to continue the positive
progress to develop trust and mutual support.

Additional Income An additional 10% of our annual income came through athlete contributions.
A fee which is used to support the Development & Performance Team. This
has enabled us to o�er training opportunities, camps, competitions and to
buy new kit for the Development and Performance Teams.

Wrestling Mat Scottish Wrestling has acquired a new roll-out wrestling mat which will be
used in competitions, training, camps, and education. The mat allows for
quick and convenient set-up and transportation and will enable more
opportunities to run wrestling activities.

Scottish Open Due to the pandemic, the Scottish Open in 2020 and 2021 could not go
ahead. As soon as the situation allows the Scottish Open will resume and will
form a central competition in Scotland. We hope this competition becomes a
regular event and helps us to retain and attract members and raise the
profile of our sport and o�er a great spectacle for spectators.

Membership The membership numbers have dropped significantly due to the pandemic
and begin to slowly recover as wrestling activities resume.
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Performance

Birmingham 2022 The Birmingham 2022 Games are knocking on our doors. We have a very
dedicated team of athletes and support personnel looking forward to
representing Scotland at the UK-based Games. The main, pre-games,
preparation period will start earlier next year when our shortlist will be
announced. We have developed a strong competitions and camps plan which
we believe will lead our team to success.

Team A team of 22 development and performance athletes has been selected in
the past year. They are supported by coaches and a team manager and are
o�ered the opportunity to train, attend camps and matches at a central
facility provided by the Al-Mahdi Foundation until December 2021 with a new
training base to be announced in 2022.

Results ● We have published our CG2022 Selection Policy on 30 November. I am
happy to say that we have been in the top three sports publishing the
policy early

● Our RTT has been approved at the end of April 2021
● We have started our Performance training sessions earlier in May for

the long list athletes
● We had a very good number of applicants and we've selected 21

Athletes for the Scottish Wrestling Long List
● We have achieved a 5th Place at the European Championships in 2021
● Over the past year, we had several medals at international

tournaments such as Grand Prix de Spain and Grand Prix de France
● We have achieved a fantastic 5-1 win facing England after 21 years at

the dual meet on 01 June 2021
● We have achieved 5 medals at the British Championships 2021
● During the last year, we had one athlete approved for the UK

Aspiration fund through the GBR team
● This year we have achieved to approve two athletes for the UK

National Squad Support fund (previously known as aspiration fund)
toward Paris and beyond
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Finance (2020-2021)

Income £

sportscotland funding 47, 900.00

Other Income 290.20

Total 48, 190.20

Expenditure £

Governance Programme 1, 473.25

Governance Sta� 6, 000.00

Development Programme 11, 835.01

Development Sta� 26, 750.00

Performance Programme 550.00

Backhold Wrestling 1, 000.00

Total 47, 608.26

Surplus for the year-end 31 March 2021 £581.94
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